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ROAD CARRIER PERMITS

The under-mentioned applications for Public Road Carrier Permits indicate (1) reference number and the area within which the proposed road transport will be undertaken, (2) name of applicant and nature of application, (3) number and type of vehicles, (4) nature of proposed road transportation and (5) points between and routes over or area within which the proposed road transportation is to be effected and are published in terms of section 14(1) of the Road Transportation Act, 1977 (Act No. 74 of 1977). Representations which interested parties wish to make in respect of the applications must comply with the provisions of regulation 4(1) of the Road Transportation Regulations, 1977 and must be in quadruplicate in respect of each application and must be delivered by hand or sent by registered post to the Secretary, Road Transportation Board, Private Bag 12030, Windhoek to reach that office not later than 21 days after the date of publication of this Government Gazette.

Address to which representations must be submitted: D. Viljoen, Private Bag 12030, Ausspannplatz, Windhoek, Namibia. Full particulars in respect of each application are open to inspection at the ROADS AUTHORITY, NATIS House, Faraday Street, Windhoek.
App. 20290 Permit 6874/0 (2) H H LIMBO 7203120400128 (3) P O BOX 1087, LÜDERITZ, NAMIBIA (4) Additional Authority (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Katima Mulilo to Oshakati and return. (7B) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Lüderitz to Windhoek - Lüderitz to Katima Mulilo - Windhoek to Katima Mulilo.

App. 20291 (2) J KASHULULU 70080400930 (3) BOX 3540, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20337 (2) G N P NAMIBINGA 701107000872 (3) BOX 411, OOHANGWENA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Eenhana, Ondangwa and Oshikango.

App. 20339 (2) H NQHNINGISHIWA 52040500286 (3) P O BOX 2035, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage From Ongenga ton Walvis Bay, Oshikango to Lüderitz, Okongo/Eenhana to Windhoek, Walvis Bay to Oshikango and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: Goods - Form Ongenga to Walvis Bay, Oshikango to Lüderitz, Okongo/Eenhana to Windhoek, Walvis Bay to Oshikango and return via the same route.

App. 20340 (2) N NAFTAL 830726100010 (3) BOX 2337, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Oshakati and Ondangwa Municipal Areas.

App. 20342 (2) N S RUBEN 7704010020 (3) BOX 6032, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20343 (2) R M NKANDO 72121000542 (3) P O BOX 740, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 20344 (2) A K MWILIMA 64121200136 (3) BOX 501, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 20345 (2) S SHAUMBWA 76053100242 (3) BOX 759, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20346 (2) F A N UUSHONA 73020300614 (3) BOX 144, KEETMANSHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 20359 (2) P DAVID 69031300594 (3) BOX 86361, EROS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20360 (2) OMANDA DESERT & WILDLIFE TOURS 20001141 (3) P O BOX 6546, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 20369 (2) A NAUNDOBE 70010500022 (3) P O BOX 62942, WANAHENDA (4) WINDHOEK (5) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20375 (2) E S KAKUNDE NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20384 (2) MATIAS NAMADHI 630108110-0309 (3) BOX 95558, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20405 (2) S K UUSIKU 74061000179 (3) BOX 191, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati and Ongwediva Municipal Area.

App. 20407 (2) N N NASHIDENG (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-pasengers and their personal luggage - Within Eenhana and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 20411 (2) M S ATUTISHI 78101800247 (3) P O BOX 6890, AUSSPANNPLATZ, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 20413 (2) T M SIMANA 63092300521 (3) P O BOX 2121, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area and 100 km outside the town.

App. 20416 (2) J KRISTIAAN 62010301151 (3) P O BOX 759, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Windhoek Bay to Lüderitz via Windhoek and Walvis Bay to Oshakati (7B) 1 passengers: Goods all classes - From Walvis Bay to Lüderitz via Windhoek and Walvis Bay to Oshakati From Namibia.

App. 20433 (2) M MWANYANGABO 52042600024 (3) P O BOX 63225, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Unknown (7A) 1 passengers: Luggages - From Windhoek to Ombalantu

App. 20441 (2) J N SHIKONGO 74082600639 (3) BOX 60617, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage-Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20452 (2) A N NILLUNGUNO 76041800244 (3) BOX 11477, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Ondangwa to Oshikango area.

App. 20453 (2) P I NDJODHI 0099390 (3) P O BOX 759, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Windhoek to Katima Mulilo, Oranjemund to Oshakati.

App. 20457 (2) S IYAMBO 79021800217 (3) P O BOX 953, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20458 (2) F FILIPUS 740715 0041 7 (3) BOX 3371, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Person and their personal luggage-Windhoek Municipal Area to Walvis Bay and return.

App. 20464 (2) L N VAN WYK 64121900278 (3) BOX 20510, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage-Windhoek Municipal Area to Windhoek International Airport and return.

App. 20467 (2) P V MARTIN 73070700276 (3) BOX 62741, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20485 (2) E SAFARIS AND TOURS D20060-699 (3) P O BOX 11477, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - From Windhoek International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia.

App. 20487 (2) S B ALFRED 73052300059 (3) BOX 4120, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20489 (2) J NNAUKUSHU 68101300457 (3) P O BOX 411, ONGWEDIVA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshikango to Eenhana

App. 20490 (2) F HAMUKOTO 68031601437 (3) P O BOX 62801, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20496 (2) N AMUTENYA 78110400132 (3) BOX 40240, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20497 (2) A P ANDREAS 65070700634 (3) BOX 11484, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20501 (2) E MUNDILO 79090900214 (3) P O BOX 210, ONGWEDIVA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshikango/Eenhana to Windhoek (7B) 1 passengers: Luggages - From Oshikango/Eenhana to Oshikango.

App. 20504 (2) H S UUSIKU 75011000277 (3) BOX 61208, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20512 (2) J A CLOETE 62010301151 (3) P O BOX 5270, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Oshikango to Oshakati.

App. 20513 (2) P O BOX 20510, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggage - Windhoek Municipal Area.
Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Walvis Bay to Lüderitz via Windhoek and Walvis Bay to Oshakati.

App. 20514 (2) T KAMBALALA 69080101028 (3) P O BOX 3, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Passengers (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage From Walvis Bay to Oshakati, Walvis Bay to Windhoek and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: From Namibia, Khomas

App. 20515 (2) H PETRUS 6604241100477 (3) BOX 1069, ONDANGWA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -Within Oluno and Oshakati.

App. 20519 (2) M A MUNYANZA 49070700514 (3) BOX 1198, NGWEZE (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -Within Katima mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 20520 (2) S N NEGUMBO 65082800795 (3) P O BOX 23569, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20521 (2) P NAMUGONGO 80072810025 (3) BOX 4069, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20522 (2) Z KAPEOTUA 63060601283 (3) BOX 47, ARANOS (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 13 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -From Talmimus to Windhoek, Walvis Bay to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20530 (2) A KANGULU 78909510027 (3) BOX 3054, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 20531 (2) A KANGULU 78909510027 (3) BOX 3054, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 20551 (2) M LEEVI 64090300073 (3) BOX 7479, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 9 passengers: Passengers and their luggage From Windhoek to Oshakati and return via the same route.

App. 20554 (2) W L DICKSON 64011010200979 (3) BOX 5442, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Hosea Kutako Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia.

App. 20558 (2) N MBEELI 81021710083 (3) BOX 205, LÜDERITZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Lüderitz Municipal Area.

App. 20561 (2) M K SISAMU 76072200087 (3) P O BOX 2044, NGWEZE, KATIMA MULILO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area.

App. 20564 (2) N BALZER 65121900228 (3) BOX 6, WITVLEI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 12 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Witvlei to Aminuis and return via the same route.

App. 20566 (2) S MASHUNA 67081001009 (3) BOX 7164, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20568 (2) A MWELLE 69081800310 (3) BOX 7164, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20570 (2) L SILAS 630215100064 (3) BOX 809, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20577 (2) D NDOVE 78111600038 (3) BOX 23528, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20580 (2) W ANANIAS 6110061100416 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2019, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passerger and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa, Eenhana and Onuno Municipal Area.

App. 20582 (2) GAYLANDS SAFRIS AND TOURS 20060655 (3) P O BOX 23024, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 18 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and or Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.
App. 20587 (2) M NEVONGA 75082600680 (3) P O BOX 479, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 20590 (2) A S IFUGULA 93111610117 (3) BOX 1071, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area and return.

App. 20593 (2) T PAULUS 72092000381 (3) P O BOX 1071, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passegers and their luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20596 (2) R GORASEB 69110800077 (3) BOX 60512, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20604 (2) S KATJATENJA 670204060089 (3) BOX 6180, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 45 passengers: (1) A group of persons travelling together to attend any form of amusement as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (2) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Coblenz and Okamatapati and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passengers: (1) Luggage of Organised people - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return via the same route. (2) Luggage of passengers - From Windhoek to Coblenz and Okamatapati and return via the same route.

App. 20606 (2) E K TJOMUHO 79072310101 (3) BOX 95103, SOWETO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passegers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20607 (2) R D MC CLUNE 0123638 (3) BOX 10056, KHOMASDAL (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return via the same route set out below. (7B) 1 passengers: From Namibia

App. 20612 (2) H N IMENE 7405231008 7 (3) P O BOX 1814, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Rundu Municipal Area and 30km radius around Rundu.

App. 20613 (2) E T SHILONGO 720626000478 (3) P O BOX 782, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Ondangwa area and Onanjokwe, Oshigambo, Olumo.

App. 20625 (2) G KAITJIROKERE 69101700367 (3) BOX 258, KEETMANSHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Lüderitz to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20635 (2) E M LEONARD 64100900481 (3) BOX 10943, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20643 (2) E SIHLAHLA 0079511 (3) BOX 90412, KLEIN WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20647 (2) A SHIGWEDHA 500109960004 (3) BOX 759, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Walvis Bay to Oshikango, Walvis Bay to Sossusvlei via Windhoek and Walvis Bay to Katima Mulilo and Organised parties.

App. 20653 (2) P O SHITATU 60060200898 (3) P O BOX 2043, WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Tourists (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Tourists (6C) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5D) Tourists (6D) 1 X Station wagon (5E) Tourists (6E) 1 X Station wagon (5F) Tourists (6F) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 16 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport and or Eros Airport to places situated within Namib and return. (7C) 6 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport and or Eros Airport to places situated within Namib and return.

App. 20661 (2) FLOKKIES TOURS AND TRANSFER SERVICES 20061101 (3) BOX 10835, KHOMASDAL, (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Tourists (6B) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Tourists (6C) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5D) Tourists (6D) 1 X Station wagon (5E) Tourists (6E) 1 X Station wagon (5F) Tourists (6F) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 16 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport and or Eros Airport to places situated within Namib and return.

App. 20667 (2) J MPASI 740607 0040 1 (3) BOX 1155, RUNDU, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area and 30km radius around Rundu.
top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal Area.

App. 20669 (2) J P KUUTONDOKWA 790402-00297 (3) BOX 1087, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20678 (2) T NGHIPUULENGA 61090600194 (3) P O BOX 326, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Grootfontein Municipal Area.

App. 20679 (2) N MWAIKANGE 60080500668 (3) P O BOX 50055, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20694 (2) A AWENE 63060500932 (3) BOX 906, ONDANGWA, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa Municipal Area to Onyanya and return.

App. 20697 (2) K SHETUKANA 72121810196 (3) BOX 471, GROOTFONTEIN (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Grootfontein Municipal Area.

App. 20698 (2) M HAINDONGO 38082010029 (3) BOX 759, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 10 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Ruacana to Tsumeb and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passenger: Luggage of passengers - From Ruacana to Tsumeb and return via the same route.

App. 20700 (2) J G BENAIDE 61091800405 (3) BOX 1504, OKAHANDJA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Okahandja Municipal Area and to NS5 - Camp and return.

App. 20725 (2) D SACHIKELA 610729990035 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Goods (6D) 1 X Unknown (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Rundu to Windhoek and return via the same route. (7B) 1 passenger: Luggage of passengers - From Rundu to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20726 (2) I SHATILWE 76060300316 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20727 (2) F NESHUKU 700311000633 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20733 (2) J SHIKONGO 8509121087 (3) BOX 732, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 20734 (2) P HINONGUA 241745 (3) BOX 5, OUTJO (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Outjo Municipal Area and return.

App. 20735 (2) A S KALAMBI 5712251100819 (3) BOX 732, SWAKOPMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Swakopmund Municipal Area to Walvis Bay Municipal Area and return.

App. 20736 (2) A MUNKUMBII 75052500599 (3) BOX 216, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20737 (2) L S GUSTAF 71120900271 (3) BOX 6185, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20738 (2) T MBAHA 63050600064 (3) BOX 95103, KATUTURA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20741 (2) B KASENINA 710307 0052 4 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20744 (2) L A KAYUHA 64090901944 (3) BOX 2778, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay to
Windhoek, Otjiwarongo and Oshikango and return via the same route.

App. 20745 (2) P T KAPIYA 69072700465 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Radio Taxi-passengers and their personal effects on bona fide trips - Within Windhoek Municipal Area as well as from Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport and return subject to the conditions as set out in the Attached annexure “A”, “B” and “C”.

App. 20746 (2) J NGHIDULIKA 73031200187 (3)
BOX 2628, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20747 (2) H AMWAMA 66060500366 (3)
BOX 2628, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20748 (2) J NGHIDINWA 81053010532 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20749 (2) A MBAMBI 62060101115 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20750 (2) J T NAKAMBUNDA 6908171100393 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20751 (2) J T NAKAMBUNDA 6908171100393 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20752 (2) O N IPINGE 79050810403 (3)
BOX 25844, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20753 (2) T SHIVUTE 870611 0029 7 (3)
BOX 22035, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20754 (2) H N SHIVUTE 82061211224 (3)
BOX 22035, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20755 (2) O N IPINGE 79050810403 (3)
BOX 22035, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.
App. 20800 (2) M KAMBUNGA 56020202569 (3) BOX 1101, ORANJEMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshikango Municipal Area to Ondangwa Municipal Area and return.

App. 20808 (2) J R BAPTISTA 71092000178 (3) BOX 1101, ORANJEMUND (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay and return and (2) Windhoek to Ruacana and return.

App. 20811 (2) B SHIGWEDHA 6807061100496 (3) P O BOX 874, RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20812 (2) G M SIKOKA 69112000523 (3) P O BOX 8602, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: From Namibia, Okavango, Rundu.

App. 20820 (2) N VAN ZYL 5702060100267 (3) PRIVATE BAG 16002, PIONIERSPARK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20829 (2) T TJOZONGORO 74120110095 (3) BOX 60345, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20835 (2) A VAN DEN BERG 62081201445 (3) BOX 7085, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20856 (2) M HAIHAMBO 69052600236 (3) BOX 24420, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20861 (2) M M SKEULE 7402050304 (3) BOX 6439, AUSSPANNPLATZ (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20862 (2) I S DE BRUIN 75071300370 (3) BOX 880, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20864 (2) S T SHIVOLO 77081100163 (3) BOX 25399, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20869 (2) W K KASITA 75071300370 (3) BOX 8915, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Additional Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20871 (2) F M UUGWANGA 501099500005 (3) BOX 953, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20872 (2) K. SHIHEPO 601104238 (3) BOX 137, OSHAKATI, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshakati to Ondangwa.

App. 20878 (2) J SHAANKA 64040451110 (3) BOX 159, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20879 (2) B BUYS 55072100588 (3) BOX 3351, REHOBOTH (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Rehoboth to Windhoek to Walvis Bay and Windhoek to Lüderitz.

App. 20880 (2) J HAUFUKU 6904160914 (3) BOX 3822, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20881 (2) J NANDAGO 66060400787 (3) BOX 294, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top)
App. 20982 (2) CHAMELEON SAFARIS CC 9500459 (3) BOX 6107, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal effects - From Windhoek and/or the Hosea Kutako International Airport to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 20889 (2) P U OTELA 62030900508 (3) P O BOX 514, NGWEZE, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Katima Mulilo Municipal Area and radius of 20 km

App. 20899 (2) N N KANHU 74100303379 (3) P O BOX 96494, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 1 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20900 (2) J N HAMWELE 74082100350 (3) BOX 3715, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Walvis Bay and Swakopmund Municipal Areas.

App. 20903 (2) T HATUPOPI 60062000128 (3) BOX 60136, WINDHOEK (4) Additional Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20908 (2) J MULONDO 77060300090 (3) BOX 100, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund and return.

App. 20918 (2) S K HATUPOPI 71032300553 (3) BOX 98533, P O BOX 514, WHK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage-Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20926 (2) O MUKALELE 78081310436 (3) BOX 96585, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Passengers (6B) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5C) Passengers (6C) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (5D) Passengers (6D) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage -From Oshakati to Otjiwarongo and return via the same route. (7B) 16 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati to Otjiwarongo and return via the same route.

App. 20928 (2) I ELIAS 73121100289 (3) BOX 7800, KATUTURA (4) Additional Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20938 (2) H KALENGA 79120510136 (3) BOX 7034, KOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20939 (2) T M UUSIKU 6908140059 (3) P O BOX 8915, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20941 (2) L AMUTENYA 741213 0008 4 (3) BOX 20, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Motorcycle (with sidecar) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Swakopmund area to Walvis Bay and 80km to Henties Bay -Arandis and return.

App. 20949 (2) S P I KANUME 74020700478 (3) BOX 144, KEETMANSHOOP (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Oshakati Ongwediva and Ondangwa Municipal Areas.

App. 20950 (2) E N SHILUNGA 53031900324 (3) BOX 933, OSHAKATI (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Keetmanshoop Municipal Area.

App. 20953 (2) S W BUISWALELO 72040300392 (3) BOX 1251, NGWEZE (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 20954 (2) J KATIVA 82012510019 (3) P O BOX 35087, OTJIWARONGO, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Otjiwarongo Municipal Area.

App. 20964 (2) D SACHIKELA 61072999003 (3) P O BOX 8974, BACHBRECHT, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passenger and their personal luggages - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via Rundu, Katima Mulilo to Walvis Bay and Windhoek to Walvis Bay as per attached Annexure "A". (7B) 1 passengers: Luggages - From Windhoek to Katima Mulilo via Rundu, Katima Mulilo to Walvis Bay and Windhoek to Walvis Bay.
Persons and their personal luggage - As per the authorities (6B) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 65 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Opuwo to Tsumeb. (7B) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Nkurenkuru to Rundu

App. 20974 (2) P SHEYAPO 73070200265 (3) BOX 21953, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20978 (2) F N MODESTU 76052200324 (3) P O BOX 61694, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20996 (2) C BROWN 730407000148 (3) BOX 963, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and the Hosea Kutako International Airport, Walvis Bay Airport, Swakopmund Airport, Walvis Bay Harbour and/or their place of residence to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 20997 (2) T NGWEDA 74051700127 (3) P O BOX 1316, OSHAKATI, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshakati, Ongwediva and Ondangwa.

App. 21000 (2) L A LOFTIE EATON 67042200535 (3) BOX 963, WALVIS BAY (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Tourists (6A) 1 X Station wagon (7A) 5 passengers: Tourists as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek and the Hosea Kutako International Airport, Walvis Bay Airport, Swakopmund Airport, Walvis Bay Harbour and/or their place of residence to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return.

App. 21004 Permit 11021/1 (2) BHAYLA'S BUS SERVICES (PTY) LTD 94328 (3) BOX 206, RUNDU (4) Additional Authority (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 2 X Bus (single deck) (5B) Bus Passengers (6B) 2 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 65 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexure "A'1 to "A'6, "A", "A'1" and "A'2", "A'1" to "A'9. (7B) 46 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - As per the attached annexure "A'1 to "A'6, "A", "A'1" and "A'2", "A'1" to "A'9.

App. 20283 Permit 1558/2 (2) E E POPYENINAWA to T H E KAMATI 77081200168 (3) P O BOX 2585, OTJOMUISE, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20297 Permit 11252/0 (2) E S NAFTALI to P HIDIFO 69040300429 (3) BOX 4493, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20302 Permit 11257/0 (2) P NAMBAMBI to J NANDAMBI 76021000326 (3) BOX 1437, OHAKAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 3 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage Within Oshakati, Ondangwa and Ongwediva Municipal Areas.

App. 20305 Permit 11258/0 (2) O MUKALELE to M F NIKODEMUS 71011900326 (3) BOX 21763, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20315 Permit 11265/0 (2) E N KAAPANDA to S KANDJABANGA 740127 0017 0 (3) BOX 4302, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20318 Permit 11267/0 (2) E NAHOLO to W NDAWEDWA 76092610426 (3) BOX 80, ONDANGWA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Ondangwa and Oshakati Municipal Areas.

App. 20321 Permit 3099/2 (2) M TOKUNDU to P AKSEL 56110100056 (3) P O BOX 23432, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20325 Permit 11270/0 (2) H TSOWASEB to E S KANDJABANGA 740127 0017 0 (3) BOX 4302, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Usakos Municipal Area.

App. 20328 Permit 11273/0 (2) M NANGORI to E G VAN WYK 76030610198 (3) P O BOX 70187, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top)
(7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20331 Permit 5353/2 (2) N F NANYENI to N SHANYENGANGE 6703251100176 (3) BOX 6090, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20352 Permit 11284/0 (2) G DYASON to F CHRISTIANS 5602280800237 (3) BOX 23860, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Hatch back (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek municipal area.

App. 20358 Permit 4243/1 (2) W S SHITALENI to O MHATA 84081610096 (3) BOX 63111, WANAHEDA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20368 Permit 180/0 (2) M P EKANDJO to V J MARIO 77101600328 (3) BOX 22131, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Rank 35, to places situated within the Municipality of Windhoek.

App. 20376 Permit 3427/1 (2) M T ALFRED to W B UPITE 75100400463 (3) BOX 1278, RUNDU (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Rundu Municipal area.

App. 20381 Permit 11300/0 (2) K SHIDIMENI to P THOMAS 76042110187 (3) P O BOX 2141, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20381 Permit 11302/0 (2) K SHIDIMENI to P THOMAS 76042110187 (3) P O BOX 2141, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (5B) Taxi Passengers (6B) 2 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area. (7B) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20401 Permit 11313/0 (2) A NDISMAS to O AIKANGA 7204160016 0 (3) BOX 785, LÜDERITZ, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage Within Lüderitz Municipal Area.

App. 20414 Permit 11318/0 (2) D SHIYUKA to W J CHRISTIAANS 77062700088 (3) BOX 22943, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20431 Permit 11328/0 (2) S S DIERGAARDT to C PIETERSEN 4612000279 (3) BOX 10560, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area

App. 20438 Permit 187/3 (2) J N SHIKONGO to J M D SHIMBULENGUE 84020810141 (3) P O BOX 35087, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 4 passengers: Within the Municipal Area of Windhoek, Rank 54, c/o Abraham-Mashego street/Safari street.

App. 20445 Permit 11340/0 (2) S E TSHILUNGA to A TYPE 78051900243 (3) P O BOX 22808, PIONEERSPARK, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20449 Permit 11342/0 (2) L AKWENYE to A J H SHIYUKA 78051900243 (3) P O BOX 22808, PIONEERSPARK, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20455 Permit 11344/0 (2) N FI KAMENI to P FI KAMENI 55060602648 (3) P O BOX 1497, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 23 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From Oshikango to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20462 Permit 11346/0/2 (1) R NELL to H URI KOB 67021500246 (3) P O BOX 62084, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20468 Permit 4585/1 (2) G O NAMASEB to S C ESAU 760513000074 (3) BOX 7176, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20469 Permit 1863/0/2 (1) A SOBTHO to T S FESTUS 62081201305 (3) P O BOX 3698, ONGWEDIVA, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Owambo Municipal Area.

App. 20472 Permit 3605/1 (2) D H HAIPINGE 5661201164 (3) P O BOX 24613, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers:
App. 20481 Permit 2906/0 (2) H SHINGWETE to I S HJMWEWE (3) BOX 7429, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20486 Permit 11123/0 (2) T H NANGOLO to S B ALFRED (3) BOX 4120, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20499 Permit 11367/0 (2) R C McNAB to F I NAOBEB (3) P O BOX 50133, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20503 Permit 6556/1 (2) S T KANYEMBA to N H SHINO (3) BOX 7055, KATUTURA, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20528 Permit 11374/0 (2) F N AMADHILA to E SHIWBMWEETHELENI (3) BOX 1948, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their luggage - Oshakati, Ongwediva and Ondangwa Municipal Areas.

App. 20535 (2) THIMBI THIMBI ADVENTURE SAFARIS CC (3) P O BOX 6107, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) New Permanent Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Unknown (7A) 1 passengers: Goods all classes - Within Namibia (As per attached Annexure "A").

App. 20536 Permit 4997/1 (2) M KASPER (3) BOX 25281, WINDHOEK (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20538 Permit 11377/0 (2) J HUSSELMANN to S ANGERMUND (3) BOX 4137, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20544 Permit 10406/0 (2) L K KWEDHI to S C ESAU (3) BOX 7176, KATUTURA, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20555 Permit 5047/1 (2) J T SHIIMI to S M NAINGHOTI (3) BOX 566, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20565 Permit 8328/0 (2) J R WAMBACk to D G GONSCHEOREK (3) BOX 40214, WINDHOEK, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Minibus (7A) 14 passengers: Tourists and their personal luggages - From Windhoek to Okakarara, Waterberg platu park and Otjiwarongo and back same route.

App. 20585 Permit 10805/0 (2) J K KUUTONDOKWA to A T KIIGA (3) BOX 714, KATUTURA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20586 Permit 11405/0 (2) E TUAIRE to A MWEL (3) BOX 7164, KATUTURA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 17 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Windhoek to Swakopmund and return via the same route.

App. 20620 Permit 10779/0 (2) J NAUKUSHU to D J EIMAN (3) BOX 40586, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20632 Permit 119/4 (2) M NEVONGA to W IMENE (3) BOX 1248, WINDHOEK (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From places situated within the Municipality of Walvis Bay to places situated within the Swakopmund Municipality.

App. 20642 Permit 11448/0 (2) F NGHINAPUPI to T V HAILEKA (3) BOX 150, OHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Eehana Municipal Area to Ondangwa and return.

App. 20644 Permit 1129/0 (2) J M HANG to T K SHIKULO (3) BOX 150, OHANGWENA, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passenger (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Eehana Municipal Area to Ondangwa and return.

App. 20649 Permit 11445/0 (2) J T NAMANDJE to J A FOBIAN (3) P O BOX 2714, OSHAKATI, OKAKARARA, WATERBERG PLATE PARK AND OTJIWARONGO Municipal Area to Eenhana Municipal Area to Ondangwa and return.
WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their personal luggages - From Walvis Bay Municipal Area to Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20654 Permit 11456/0 (2) E HAMUTENYA to J ND非洲ALAKO 6909111100320 (3) BOX 807, OSHANGWENA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Ondangwa, Oshakati and Oshukango.

App. 20664 Permit 10888/0 (2) I HAUWANGA to A E CLOETE 80012400068 (3) BOX 5172, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20673 Permit 11465/0 (2) W MEYER to R W CASEB 611224050304 (3) BOX 4517, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20676 Permit 11469/0 (2) E NIIKOTI to C MANALE 62122300051 (3) BOX 25217, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20682 Permit 11472/0 (2) S HALUPE to T SOLOMON 540915 0019 6 (3) BOX 624, SWAKOPMUND, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage Within Swakopmund Municipal Area.

App. 20689 Permit 11478/0 (2) R SHIMOOSHILI to A IMALWA 71081000546 (3) BOX 23069, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Oshakati, Ondangwa and Ongwediva.

App. 20693 Permit 11446/0 (2) S HAUFIKU to M LEEVI 64090300703 (3) BOX 7479, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 29 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Oshakati to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20720 Permit 6916/1 (2) M M KASEBA to E SNGHIPUNDWA 78021200189 (3) P O BOX 30467, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20728 Permit 11482/0 (2) W S MELANI to S N HANGULIA 74122800226 (3) BOX 7044, KUISEBMBUND (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 20742 Permit 11513/0 (2) A MOES to J NAKANKEYA 84101210039 (3) BOX 15620, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - Within Oshakati, Ondangwa and Ongwediva Municipal Area.

App. 20750 Permit 5293/1 (2) C W SHIPANGA 71081000546 (3) PRIVATE BAG 2209, OTJWA-RONGO (4) Replacement of Vehicle (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: From Otjiwarongo Municipal Area to Otjimba Lodge and return.

App. 20770 Permit 11528/0 (2) T H NANGOLO to L NASHIVELA 691025100368 (3) BOX 6039, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: (1) A group of persons who are travelling together to jointly a game or sports meeting as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return as set out in the attached annexure "A", - 8 persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to the Hosea Kutako International Airport and return as set out in the attached annexure "A".

App. 20790 Permit 11539/0 (2) M A J KOORTZEN to F TAYLOR AND L SHIKONGO 20052009 (3) BOX 23069, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Organised passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 8 passengers: (1) A group of persons who are travelling together to jointly a game or sports meeting as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return as set out in the attached annexure "A", - 8 persons and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Windhoek to Katima Mulilo, Oranjemund to Oshakati.

App. 20796 Permit 11541/0 (2) T T BENGE to S W BUISWALEO 72040303932 (3) BOX 1251, NGWEZE (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Windhoek to Walvis Bay, Windhoek to Katima Mulilo, Oranjemund to Oshakati.

App. 20802 Permit 2223/2 (2) S MALIMA to R KAVIKUNUA 60071200657 (3) P O BOX 2447, WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxipassengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20817 Permit 1186/1 (2) M I AMUNYELA to J NAMWANDI 780603 0036 9 (3) BOX 1071, WALVIS BAY, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.

App. 20822 Permit 3794/2 (2) P M DAVID to F NDISHIKEYA 77081300340 (3) BOX 1053, LUDEKIRITZ, 9000 (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Within Lüderitz Municipal Area.
App. 20826 Permit 8152/1 (2) K AMUTENYA to I P SHOOKA 82041210311 (3) BOX 1324, GOBA-
BIS (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passen-
gers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within
Gobabis Municipal Area.

App. 20836 Permit 11566/0 (2) E C VAN WYK to T KAMBALALA 6908010028 (3) P O BOX 3,
WALVIS BAY, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authori-
sation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 15 passengers: Passengers and their luggage - From Walvis Bay to Windhoek and return via the same route.

App. 20839 Permit 6305/2 (2) P GOAGOSEB to B BUYS 55072100588 (3) BOX 3351, REHOBOTH
(4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Organised pas-
sengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: (1) A group of persons travelling to-
gether as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return, and (2) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek, and return via the same route. As per the attached annexure "A" and "C".

App. 20848 Permit 5377/0 (2) E N NEPELA to M LAMBERT 76073000014 (3) P O BOX 1011,
WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 16 passengers: (1) A group of persons travelling together as well as their personal luggage - From Windhoek to places situated within the Republic of Namibia and return, and (2) Passengers and their personal luggage - From Rehoboth to Windhoek, and return via the same route. As per the attached annexure "A" and "C".

App. 20854 Permit 3752/1 (2) M M SAEKUS to S PETER 55030800530 (3) PRIVATE BAG 20276,
RUNDU, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20857 Permit 3231/4 (2) S T AMBUGA to E P ITULA 0033616 (3) BOX 7669, KHOMASDAL
(4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20863 Permit 11578/0 (2) P NEHEMIA to R N NHIPANGELWA 76081710211 (3) BOX 183,
OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Ondangwa to Oshikango and Eehana area

App. 20865 Permit 6419/0 (2) H I WITBOOI to J A GERTZE 6009020800353 (3) P O BOX 24871,
WINDHOEK, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 10 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - From Windhoek to Ausinkleur.

App. 20876 Permit 11582/0 (2) T N SHIPANGA to S S SHIMI 007218 (3) P O BOX 7176, KHO-
MASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20898 Permit 11597/0 (2) F A LOUW to F N KAHUNGU 7006051100358 (3) BOX 80666, OL-
YMPIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passen-
gers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20905 Permit 563/1 (2) S HALEUPE to E G BANMM7701000799 (3) BOX 1237, SWAKOP-
MUND, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Bus Passengers (6A) 1 X Mini bus (10 to 15 persons) (7A) 15 passengers: Persons and their personal luggage - From the terminus at the taxi rank 13 th Rd. Walvis Bay in front of the Day and Night Shop at Kuisebmund to the terminus at Wernhill Shopping centre in Tal street, Windhoek and return as set out in the attached annexure 'A'.

App. 20914 Permit 4046/0 (2) E IITA to A UIRAB 55120500188 (3) BOX 11341, KHOMASDAL (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20916 Permit 1470/1 (2) P J COOPER to S P PAULUS 72120700680 (3) BOX 64094, WIND-
HOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20933 Permit 11617/0 (2) F QUIL to A H NGHIDISHANGE 78082910097 (3) P O BOX 1878,
TSUME, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshakati to Ondangwa

App. 20935 Permit 11555/0 (2) P JOHANNES to A T HAMUNGHETE 7607150252 (3) BOX 21214,
WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Combi / Micro bus / Minibus (7A) 11 passengers: Passenger and their luggage From Windhoek Walvis Bay, Oshakati and Oshikango.

App. 20943 Permit 11621/0 (2) H TCHANDE to A ANGULA 38081000834 (3) BOX 8044, WALVIS
BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passengers and their luggage- From Walvis Bay to Oshikango and return via the same route.

App. 20947 Permit 11625/0 (2) E R DANIELS to J O RODRIQUES MARTINS 5312000334 (3) BOX 140, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal Area.
App. 20961 Permit 11639/0 (2) H HANGO to S N SHIKULO 5911001216 (3) BOX 1023, OSHAKATI (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Oshakati, Ongwediva and Ondangwa Municipal Area.

App. 20965 Permit 958/0 (2) E R DANIELS to M SHIKONGO 69121700621 (3) BOX 3450, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage - Within Walvis Bay Municipal area.

App. 20984 Permit 11648/0 (2) P C KALI to N C KALI 58110100465 (3) BOX 70627, KHOMASDAL, WINDHOEK (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Taxi Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Taxi-passengers and their personal luggage - Within Windhoek Municipal Area.

App. 20989 Permit 11649/0 (2) A TULEPO to V SHISHITWOMUNTHU 6802161100108 (3) BOX 3734, WALVIS BAY (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Goods (6A) 1 X Unknown (5B) Goods (6B) 1 X Unknown (5C) Goods (6C) 1 X Unknown (5D) Passengers (6D) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5E) Passengers (6E) 1 X Bus (single deck) (5F) Passengers (6F) 1 X Bus (single deck) (7A) 28 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage -From Windhoek to Uukwaluudhi as per attached annexure A. (7B) 28 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggage -From Windhoek to Uukwaluudhi as per attached annexure A. (7C) 1 passengers: Goods. -From Windhoek to Uukwaluudhi as per attached annexure A.

App. 20992 Permit 11654/0 (2) T K SHIHUNGI-LENI to S NANDAGO 76091710206 (3) P O BOX 444, ONDANGWA, NAMIBIA (4) Transfer of Authorisation (5A) Passengers (6A) 1 X Sedan (closed top) (7A) 5 passengers: Passenger and their personal luggages - From Oshakati to Ondangwa